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In the Middle Ages, the geographical area
which we call the Low Countries consisted of
the duchies of Limburg, Brabant and Guelders,
the counties of Flanders and Holland, and the
territory of the bishopric of Utrecht. Everywhere
Dutch was spoken, but there was no standard
language. ‘Dutch’ is a cover term for a variety of
different, but closely related dialects. The most
important of those were the dialects of the duchies of Limburg and Brabant and the counties of
Flanders and Holland. Literary activities were
concentrated in these areas. However, the earliest Dutch texts, dating from the second half of
the 12th century, were written in the dialect of
Limburg.1
Whereas Flanders was a fief of the King of
France, Limburg, Brabant and Holland were part
of the Roman Empire. As a result, Dutch literature
in Flanders was markedly influenced by French literary production. Secular Dutch literature in particular followed, and reacted to, French texts. Next
to Arthurian romances, Flemish authors favoured
chansons de geste, romances of antiquity, lyric
and chronicles. Inspired by the Flemish example,
these texts were also popular in other areas of the
Low Countries. Their audiences consisted of both
high aristocrats, the urbanized nobility and the
bourgeois élite in important towns like Bruges,
Ghent and Brussels.
Middle Dutch Arthurian romances are not
particularly characterized by social or political
intentions. Instead, many of them seem to aim at
providing recreational pleasure. Entertainment
is offered on two levels. The great majority of the
readers and listeners will have loved the story-

telling, involving exciting adventures, marvelous
deeds of prowess and love. In addition, a smaller
part of the audience, well versed in French literary culture, will have enjoyed the intertextual
games which many Dutch authors of Arthurian
romances played. These poets set up dialogues
with French literature by including explicit and
implicit references to characters, scenes and episodes in French Arthurian romances.2
Middle Dutch Arthurian romances seem to
have generally enjoyed the favour of readers and
listeners in the Low Countries in the 14th century.
A clear indication of this phenomenon is provided
by the surviving manuscripts: almost all of them
date from this period, especially from the first
half of the 14th century.3 They preserve copies of
older, 13th-century romances. In this article, we
will therefore take the manuscripts and the only
extant printed Middle Dutch text as our point of
departure.
In geographical terms, we will start in Flanders,
and move via Brabant to the eastern parts of the
Low Countries. This route coincides with the transmission of Middle Dutch Arthurian romances in
manuscript. Thirteenth-century Flanders is the
cradle of the Middle Dutch Arthurian tradition.
As a result of Flemish cultural prestige, in the
14th century, Flemish texts were copied both in
Flanders and in Brabant, but as far as we know,
no new Arthurian romances were written in these
regions. In the 15th century, the 13th-century
texts also found their way to the eastern border
regions. Remarkably, there was no obverse movement; texts from outside of Flanders did not find
a readership in that county.4
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We will conclude our chapter with the printed
16th-century Historie van Merlijn, whose unique
nature reflects the rapid decline in the popularity
of Dutch Arthurian romance after the 14th century.

The remnants
of a high quality codex:
Lantsloot vander Haghedochte
In 1882, the Leyden professor Matthias de Vries
received, by post, two small strips of parchment
from his Heidelberg colleague Karl Bartsch (now
known under the signature Leyden University
Library, Ltk. 1752). De Vries produced an edition of
the fragments and concluded that they originated
from the lost volume of the Lancelot en prose translation which has come down to us in the famous
Lancelot Compilation (see below) and which is
known as Roman van Lancelot.5 However, De Vries
made a mistake: the unique proper names on the
fragments, Lantsloot and Morgane, only occur in
an independent Flemish verse adaptation of the
Old French text of ca. 1260, which is now known as
Lantsloot vander Haghedochte (Lancelot of the Cave).
It is one of the three existing adaptations of the
prose romance in Middle Dutch, and it is probably
the oldest of the Dutch Lancelot texts. Originating
in West-Flanders, it represents an early stage in the
Dutch reception and transmission of the Lancelot
en prose. Along with the so-called Rotterdam fragments (Rotterdam, Gemeentebibliotheek, 96 A 7),
which contain a Brabantine prose translation, and
the verse translation in the likewise Brabantine
Lancelot Compilation, Lantsloot vander Haghedochte
bears witness to the popularity of the Lancelot
en prose tradition in 14th-century Flanders and
Brabant.
As early as 1902, one other fragment of Lantsloot
vander Haghedochte by the same scribe and from
the same codex was identified (Mengeringhausen,
Stadtarchiv; no signature and now lost), and by
1933 another 29 fragments were discovered by a
young German scholar, Friedrich Meuser, in the
state archive in Marburg. These fragments had
been used in register bindings from the county
of Waldeck (which would become the princedom
of Waldeck-Pyrmont) in Germany in about 1600-

1620. The codex to which the fragments belonged
may have been in the library for a long time.
Probably, it came into the possession of the counts
of Waldeck when Filips I of Waldeck († 1475)
married countess Johanna of Nassau from Breda
(† ca. 1468), daughter of Johan IV of Nassau, Lord
of Breda († 1475) and Maria van Loon († 1502), who
– and this is intriguing – were also the owners of
MS The Hague 129 A 10, the Lancelot Compilation.6
Dutch scholars were, for a long time, unaware of the fragments discovered by Meuser. The
German scholar informed codicologist Willem de
Vreese who apparently had two fragment leaves
on loan from the Franciscan cloister in Marburg
(Münster, Studiën und Zentralbibliothek der
Franziscaner, n.s.). Meuser presumed that these
fragments belonged to the same codex as the
other fragments, including the Leyden fragment.
He asked his colleague if he could study them
for his dissertation, which he afterwards entitled
Lantsloot vander Haghedochte. De Vreese was, however, very slow to respond, and it was probably no
coincidence that he hastily published an edition
of the Franciscan fragments without referring to
his correspondence with Meuser. Like De Vries,
he argued that the text on the leaves belonged
to the same translation that has survived in the
Brabantine Lancelot Compilation.7 Finally, Maartje
Draak, after having studied Meuser’s dissertation
which included an edition and study of the 30 fragments that he eventually identified (1939) set
things straight in an important publication about
the three independent Middle Dutch translations
of the Lancelot en prose.8 It took nearly another
three decades before a book-length study of the
Lantsloot fragments was published by Frits van
Oostrom, while a critical edition of all the fragments by W.P. Gerritsen appeared in 1987. 9 Van
Oostrom characterizes the Middle Dutch text as a
free adaptation, a mirror of courtliness, with many
features of the earlier verse tradition, such as the
vague geography and imprecise notions of time,
and the replacement of the narrative formula
“or dist li contes” of the Old French original with
a first-person narrator. Another characteristic is
that badly motivated behaviour of characters and
magical elements are rationalized, and therefore,
a cave (a haghedochte) instead of a magical world is
the home of the Dame du Lac.10
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Today, 36 fragments of Lantsloot vander
Haghedochte are known. Together they represent
39 folios and 6073 lines of text, damaged verses
included.11 Originally, the romance must have
consisted of approximately 100 000 verses. All fragments stem from a rather luxurious 14th-century
Flemish manuscript of what for Low Countries
standards appears to have been extraordinary
quality.12 This manuscript counted approximately
480 folios, and probably consisted of two volumes.13
As this codex must have been quite large, its mise
en page in two text columns per page is remarkably
generous and the sole scribe was a skilled craftsman. Although there appear to have been no miniatures or large, decorated initials, there are many
smaller, accurately placed pen-flourished initials
in red and blue, at least one per page (fig. 1).
The manuscript also contains a large number
of paragraph signs in red and blue, which seem
to mark changes in intonation when reading the
text aloud. Alternating with the initials, they show
a fine change of red and blue elements on each
folium.14 Interestingly, fifteen rhymed chapter
headings, written in red by the scribe, refer to the
contents of the following episode. These titles were
not translated from the French source, and were
probably added in the first half of the 14th century
when chapter headings became common in Dutch
manuscripts with longer and complex texts.15
Gerritsen argues that initials, paragraph signs
and chapter titles were meant to facilitate the oral
performance of the text.16 Because of its outstanding quality, the Lantsloot vander Haghedochte codex
belongs, according to codicologist Jos Biemans, to
the top-six Dutch manuscripts containing epics or
romances.17

Manuscript Leyden,
University Library, Ltk. 191:
the Ferguut codex
MS Ltk. 191 is a composite volume, consisting
of six single-text manuscripts, all of which were
produced somewhere around the middle of the
14th century.18 The first text is the 13th century,
Middle Dutch adaptation of the highly entertaining, well-known Old French Arthurian romance
Fergus, written by Guillaume le Clerc around 1210.

On folio 1, the historiated initial, which is the only
one in the whole codex, depicts a knight, standing
upright and carrying a shield. As the shield seems
originally to have been white, it seems safe to conclude that the knight refers to the romance’s protagonist, who has to obtain a white shield before
he will be able to find his beloved. The text was
copied by a single scribe, although it should be
noted that a second, contemporary hand made
hundreds of small corrections ((fig. 2).19
The second manuscript preserves Floris ende
Blancefloer, composed around 1280 by the poet
Diederic van Assenede, who translated the Old
French love story of Floire, the son of a pagan
king, and Blancheflor, the daughter of a captive
Christian woman. Diederic’s source was the “version aristocratique” of Floire et Blancheflor. The
Middle Dutch text was copied by two scribes.
While the first scribe, working around 1340-1360,
wrote two quaternions, the later scribe, who was
active around 1360, copied the text on the first
bifolium, the third quaternion and the two final
folios.20 He probably used a third, now lost, copy
of Diederic’s text to complete the two already
existing quaternions.
The third manuscript was copied by the first
scribe of the second codex. The text is an intriguing, late 13th-century Middle Dutch verse rendition of Jacobus de Voragine’s Legenda aurea. The
Dutch author did not adopt the structure of his
Latin source—that is, the framework of the liturgical calendar—but opted instead for a division
into four parts, devoted to the apostles, martyrs,
saints and holy women, respectively. 21 In the
unique copy that has come down to us in this
third manuscript, only the first section on the
apostles remains. In recent research, it has been
suggested that the poet, who has been severely
criticized for his appalling rhyming skills, may be
identifiable as the well-known author Lodewijk
van Velthem, who wrote the Merlin Continuation,
a chronicle and an Arthurian romance, and who
was, in all probability, the compiler of the Lancelot
Compilation (see below).22
The fourth manuscript contains a collection
of fables, copied by a single scribe. Esopet is the
Middle Dutch verse adaptation of a Latin Romulus
collection of fables, known as the “recensio gallicana” or “Romulus vulgaris”.23 The Dutch text con-
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sists of 67 fables, preceded by a prologue, to which
we will return soon.
The fifth manuscript contains a verse text that
was copied by two scribes. The first hand, who
started the copying, wrote only one and a half columns, after which the second scribe took over, and
copied the rest of the text. The first scribe added
the rubricated chapter titles. According to its prologue, the Bediedenisse van der misse (The meaning of
the Mass) is a text that is meant to encourage people
to attend mass. The author of this treatise based
his text on a sermon by Berthold von Regensburg
and on Guillelmus Durandus’ Rationale divinorum
officiorum.24
Copied by a single scribe, the sixth manuscript
preserves the Dietsche doctrinael (Dutch treatise on
ethics), a Middle Dutch rendition of Albertanus of
Brescia’s treatise on ethics De amore et dilectione
Dei et proximi et aliarum rerum et de forma vitae. The
Dietsche doctrinael, which may have been written by the Antwerp poet Jan van Boendale, is a
compendium providing intellectual and moral
instruction, based on Seneca, Cicero, and Cato in
particular.25
At least two of the six manuscripts that make
up the codex as a whole seem to have been made
in each other’s vicinity, given that the third manuscript was copied by one of the two scribes of
the second codex. It is interesting also that the
scribe of the Ferguut codex copied at least four
other manuscripts. In earlier research it has been
suggested that this scribe was a commercial manuscript producer, active in Brussels.26 If this was
indeed the case, it is tempting to think that all six
manuscripts resulted from a commercial network
of book producers.
On the verso side of the last folio of the first
manuscript (fol. 32r), the scribe who is responsible for the many little changes to the Ferguut copy
justifies his work, stating that he corrected all the
wrong rhymes, lines and words.27 Following the
lines by the corrector, another hand noted in a
cursive script:
“Onder al[l]e creaturen
heeft die meester der
naturen twee ghemaect, sijts ghewes,
daer redenlec verstaen
in es, dats […]”

“Among all creatures the Lord of Nature has crea
ted, two species are endowed with reason, that
is…”

These lines are copied from the beginning of
the Dietsche doctrinael.28 We find the same hand in
the second column of the last folio on which the
Dietsche doctrinael is written (fol. 145r). The first and
the last of the three passages he wrote there quote
the Dietsche doctrinael; the middle one consists of
lines we cannot identify.29 According to the tentative dating by G. I. Lieftinck, the scribe was active
around 1400.30
The note on folio 32 is of great significance.
The passage proves that someone planned to combine the Ferguut with the Dietsche doctrinael as early
as the end of the 14th century. Unfortunately, we
do not know whether the planner had all or some
of the other manuscripts at his disposal too.31 And
if that was indeed the case, we are in the dark
about the original order of the manuscripts. The
book cover provides us with our only means of
proposing a terminus ad quem: the current order of
the six manuscripts was established in the second
half of the 17th century at the latest.32
In a recent article, it was argued that the
text collection shows a subdivision in three
parts, each of which consists of texts sharing a
number of generic features.33 The first two texts
are representatives of the romance genre. It is,
furthermore, obvious that these texts are thematically linked, since both narratives deal, in
essence, with love. Ferguut undertakes a quest
to win the woman he lost as a result of his foolish conduct towards her; Floire goes in search of
his beloved, who has been sold to the emir of
Babylon for his harem. These two romances are
followed by two other texts, which are narratives,
but not romances. The first one is Der ystorien
bloeme (The best of history), an incomplete Middle
Dutch rendition of the Legenda aurea. There is a
great difference between this text and the preceding romances. The main characters of the third
text are, after all, apostles and saints, instead of
knights or love-sick young men. More importantly, Der ystorien bloeme is a narrative with an
edifying character, which is stressed in the text’s
prologue. The author announces that he will tell
about people “[die] vor ons leefden in erdrike/Ende
lieten exemple waerlike/Ons, dat wi hem volghen na”
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(“who lived before us on earth and provided us
with examples so that we might imitate them”). 34
The word «exemple» also features in the prologue
of the fourth text in the codex, Esopet. With this
ext, we move from saints’ lives to fables. These
texts are characterized by their explicit blending of recreation and instruction. The prologue
of Esopet advises the reader: “Ic sal v hier exemple
maken/Van beesten recht of si spraken/Maer merket ende
hoert/Meer die redene dan die woert” (“I will present
examples of animals as if they could talk, but
take more notice, however, of the meaning than
of the story”).35 The final two texts in the text
collection are non-narratives. The Bediedenisse van
der missen and the Dietsche doctrinael are treatises,
offering straight-forward instruction. While the
Bediedenisse van der missen deals with religious
aspects of daily life, the Dietsche doctrinael focuses
on intellectual and moral matters.
Two romances that were primarily intended
to offer recreational pleasure are followed by two
narratives that were geared towards edification,
as exemplified by the use of the word “exemple”
in their prologues, and by two prescriptive treatises that were meant to instruct their readers.
Genre classifications and generic features reveal
a movement in the text collection from recreation to instruction. The order of the texts in the
text collection recalls Horace’s Ars poetica, which
greatly influenced the medieval understanding of
the function of literature.36 The genre distinctions
reflect Horace’s concept of blending moral profit
and pleasure, utile dulci, in this case presented in
the reversed order of entertaining romances followed by edifying tales and instructive treatises.

Manuscript Leiden,
University Library, Ltk. 195:
the Walewein codex
The original Middle Dutch Romance of Walewein
(henceforth Walewein) is the best-known Arthurian
romance in Dutch. Counting 11198 lines, it is constructed around a threefold quest by King Arthur’s
nephew Walewein for a magic chessboard. The
complex structure, including various episodes next
to the main plot-line, an intriguing elaboration of
the love theme and many intertextual allusions to

a broad range of other texts, both Arthurian and
non-Arthurian, encourage poetical readings of the
romance beyond the narrative level.37 The romance
was written around 1260 in the county of Flanders,
the cradle of Middle Dutch Arthurian literature, by
two authors. While Penninc invented and started
the story, Pieter Vostaert finished it. The Walewein
must have had a considerable literary influence in
the second half of the 13th century, judging from
the fact that other Flemish Arthurian works such
as Moriaen and the Riddere metter mouwen (Knight
with the Sleeve) contain references to the text.38
No 13th century copies of the Walewein have
survived, but two 14th-century Flemish manuscripts demonstrate the continuing local reception of the romance. Two folios that together preserve some 388 lines are kept in Ghent (University
Library, MS 1619), while a complete version of the
text is preserved in MS Leyden, University Library,
Letterkunde 195 (henceforth Ltk. 195). The two
folios were discovered in the fly-leaves of a version of Ambrogio Calepino’s Pentaglotton, printed
in Antwerp in 1546 and are the remnants of a plain
Flemish codex, which seems to have been slightly
younger than the Leyden manuscript.39
Like the Ferguut-codex, manuscript Ltk. 195 is
a composite volume. It consists of two single-text
manuscripts, containing the Romance of Heinric
and Margriete van Limborch (henceforth Limborch),
fols. 1-119, and the only complete version of the
Walewein (fols. 121r-182). The Limborch is an indigenous romance dated ca. 1312-1325 by an author
who names himself Heinriic in the epilogue. It
is a long and complex roman d’aventures of about
22 000 verses divided into twelve books, a structure
inspired by Virgilius’ Aeneis.40 From the 14th century
onwards, the Limborch was extremely popular: two
complete 14th-century manuscripts, a Middle High
German adaptation, various excerpts and a large
number of fragments have come down to us. The
romance was also given a prose adaptation which
was printed in Antwerp in 1516.41 The Limborch may
have been written in (West) Brabant, but the text
also contains western language characteristics. It
has been suggested, therefore, that the author may
have had Flemish roots.42 The text and manuscripts
of the Walewein are of Flemish origin. However, in
Ltk. 195 also eastern linguistic characteristics can
be found.43 The manuscript might be an example
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of the emanation of the prestigious Flemish literary
culture in the direction of the duchy of Brabant.
The Flemish characteristics of the Limborch may also
have been caused by this Flemish influence.44
In the Walewein section of Ltk. 195 we may
discern the hands of two professional scribes of
whom no other work has survived. Willem Kuiper
argues from a study of the placing of small initials
and the paragraph signs that the manuscript has
many characteristics of oral performance.45 On the
last folium, the second scribe, scribe B, added a
colophon, dating the manuscript to 1350:
“Dese bouc was ghescreven int jaer
– Dat seggic ju wel vorwaer –
Als men screef M CCC ende L. mede
God gheve ons sinen euwegen vrede!
Amen.”
“This book was written in the year – this I say to
you in all truth – as it is written M CCC and L. as
well. May God grant us His eternal peace! Amen.”46

Together with Ltk. 191 and Ltk. 573, which contains the Middle High German Wigalois, Ltk. 195
was bought by the Amsterdam antiquary Balthazar
Huydecoper (1695-1778) at an auction in The Hague
in 1734. It is not known who brought the manuscripts in, but the nine texts were already bound
in what Huydecoper defines as “drie Franse banden”
(“three French volumes”).47 After Huydecoper’s
death his gigantic library was put up for auction
and the manuscripts came into the possession of
Zacharias H. Alewijn (1742-1788), who bequeathed
his collection of manuscripts and prints to the
“Maatschappij der Nederlandse Letterkunde” (“Society
of Dutch Literature”). The three codices were
placed in the Society’s library until the books were
transferred to Leyden University Library.48
It may be that Huydecoper’s two Middle Dutch
codices, Ltk. 191 and Ltk. 195, have been together
since the Middle Ages. They are of the same size.49
The Walewein, Ferguut and the Limborch parts show
identical user marks, the so-called semi-paragraph
signs, which were, according to Kuiper, not added
by the scribes but by one and the same medieval
performer as a pause sign.50 Another remarkable
similarity between Ltk. 191 and Ltk. 195 is the
presence of a miniature in the Ferguut as well as
in the Walewein, a rarity in Middle Dutch manuscripts. In Ltk. 195, a full-page miniature drawn in a

non-professional style was inserted on a single leaf
of parchment right before the Walewein (fol. 120r).
On the verso side of this folium the titular hero is
depicted on his horse Gringolet in pursuit of the
flying chessboard, which has, probably by mistake, only seven horizontal rows instead of eight.
Walewein heads to a mountain on the right. This
scene corresponds to a specific moment in the text:
Walewein is about to enter a hollow mountain
after the chess set has disappeared into a crevice.
Walewein’s blazon, a red lion’s head, is depicted
seven times on his and Gringolet’s armour. His
arms (“argent a lion’s head gules”) may have been
inspired by the text itself, or by a textual tradition,
since in the Walewein the hero is associated with
the sign of the lion, and in the other indigenous
Middle Dutch Walewein romance Walewein ende
Keye, Walewein bears “a lion’s gules”.51 The miniaturist may also have used a (French) model for
the entire scene, or for the blazon specifically. 52
Further details of Walewein’s armour suggest that
the miniature was made around 1350, and therefore it must have been intended for this manuscript from the beginning (fig. 3).53
On the recto side of the inserted leaf with the
miniature (fol. 120r), we find seven verses from
the colophon of the Limborch. These verses are in
another hand with (late) 14th-century characteristics. The first line of these verses has a corresponding rhyme word on fol. 119v. From this, we can conclude that the separate fol. 120r replaced the last
leaf of the Limborch after which the final verses of
the Limborch were rewritten on the recto side of the
folium. This means that although the Walewein and
the Limborch manuscripts may have been produced
separately, they were already bound together in
this order before the 15th century.
It is interesting to speculate whether this could
also have been the moment when Ltk. 191 was
made. After all, the Ferguut and Dietsche doctrinaele
manuscripts were, as mentioned above, bound
together around 1400 and in view of the identical
user marks in the Ferguut, Walewein and Limborch,
these copies may also have been close together at
the end of the 14th century. Could it be that the
scribe who wrote the colophon of the Limborch not
only determined the final order of Ltk. 195, but
also that of Ltk. 191? In that case, the eight separate texts in the two composite volumes might
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have been stored separately in loose gatherings and
bound later, somewhere in the second half of the
14th century.54 There is an argument supporting
this hypothesis: all the manuscripts have, per convolute, the same sewing holes, the first dating from
around 1400, which means that they were never
bound until they were put together in the two separate codices in which we can find them today.55
One last question is why the 13th-century
Flemish Walewein and the 14th-century Braban
tine Limborch ended up together in Ltk. 195? It
could be that there were intrinsic arguments for
this particular combination. Both romances are
original and influential Middle Dutch works. The
Limborch shows an experimental and superlative
attitude towards thematic and structural elements, such as (intergeneric) intertextuality and
entrelacement, elements which are also present
in the Walewein.56 Moreover, both Walewein and
Limborch elaborate on aspects of courtly love.
However, there are no specific intertextual connections between the two romances. In fact, since
the Limborch author knew Ferguut, as Lieve De
Wachter has argued, binding these two romances
would have been a more obvious choice than the
combination of Walewein and Limborch.57 Moreover,
the Ferguut scribe did also write an extant Limborch
fragment, so we know that he was familiar with
the text58. However, maybe we have to look for
simpler (codicological) arguments: Limborch and
Walewein have a similar mise en page with two
columns of respectively 46 and 45-48 lines per
column and must have been of almost the same
size before they were cut and bound together, and
both romances are much longer than the texts
in Ltk. 191. These traits could have been additional arguments for the compiler of Ltk. 195 to
combine two complex indigenous Middle Dutch
love romances in a well-proportioned composite
volume of 182 folia.59

Manuscript The Hague, Royal
Library, 129 A 10, the Lancelot
Compilation: an ambivalent
and highly enigmatic cycle
Although manuscript The Hague, Royal Library,
129 A 10, also known as the Lancelot Compilation,

has been studied from the middle of the 19th century until the present day, the codex still has not
revealed all of its secrets, and is subject to continuous debate. The manuscript was produced in
Brabant around 1325, and is the second volume
of a presumably bipartite codex.60 The core of the
codex of approximately 87 000 verses consists of
Middle Dutch verse adaptations of the last part
of the Old French Lancelot en prose (Lanceloet), the
Queste del Saint Graal (Queeste vanden Grale) and
La Mort le roi Artu (Arturs doet). These adaptations
were based on existing Flemish verse translations
of the Old French cycle, probably made by two
different authors.61 The first and largest part of
the Lanceloet, and possibly other texts as well, may
have formed the contents of another volume of
the compilation, which is, unfortunately, now lost.
Four Brabantine scribes, referred to as A, C, D
and E, successively copied parts of the Lanceloet.
They were supervised by scribe B, who intervened
in the work of the other scribes (noticeable in the
parts of C, D and E), for example when the parchment was too thin.62 Scribe B took over permanently on the last folium of the Lanceloet. He also
wrote the two other parts of the trilogy.63 Scribes
A, C, D and B must have been professional scribes,
since they also copied Middle Dutch texts which
are preserved in other manuscripts.64
Before the scribes finished the Lanceloet, it was
decided to insert older, already existing Middle
Dutch romances into the compilation. 65 These
shorter works, inspired by the Arthurian verse
tradition initiated by Chrétien de Troyes, are of
Flemish origin and date from the second half of
the 13th century. Their structure and contents
were adapted and reworked in order to make them
fit in the entrelacement structure of the tripartite
core.66 The person held responsible for the conceptual structure of the codex and the combination of
two types of Arthurian romance, as well as for the
reworking of the texts in the manuscript is referred
to by scholars as “the compiler”. However, it was
scribe B who copied all the individual romances
and who, step-by-step, inserted them by means
of transitional passages into the manuscript. The
distribution of work between B and the compiler
will be touched upon later.
The Perchevael is the first additional romance
in the compilation.67 It is a reworking of the Conte
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du Graal, but it only concerns the Gauvain part of
Chrétien’s romance. As is also the case in many
French manuscripts, the text is combined with
(a part of ) the First Continuation or Continuation
Gauvain. Initially, the Perchevael was not inserted
after the Lanceloet, but interpolated into this text.68
Together with the entire tripartite core of the
cycle, the incorporated Perchevael was given to a
person who is known in research as “the corrector”. Just like the scribes, this corrector came from
the duchy of Brabant. He not only corrected scribal
errors and smoothed away some remaining Flemish
dialectic characteristics, but also added small words
(mainly interjections and conjunctions) and interpunction between the lines and in the margins of
which the precise function is still under scholarly
debate.69 Scholars have put forward that the corrections may have served to facilitate an oral delivery
of the text, or helped to clarify it, for instance in
the case of complex dialogues. Another scholarly
opinion is that they may also have served to modernize the verse form in the direction of prose. The
corrector abruptly ends his work in the middle of
Arturs doet, probably because the other individual
romances were prepared and copied by scribe B,
and therefore ready to be inserted.
In a complex codicological operation, the
compiler excised the Perchevael from the Lanceloet
and put it directly after this text, connecting
the romance to the Moriaen, an original Middle
Dutch continuation of The Conte du Graal, featuring Perceval’s black son. In order to adapt these
romances to the entrelacement structure of the
Lanceloet and the following Queeste van den Grale, the
compiler rewrote a part of the Perchevael and added
new episodes to this text, and probably also to the
Moriaen.70 Finally, the compiler created a transi-

tional passage in order to connect the Moriaen to
the Queeste in which Perchevael is one of the three
Grail knights and passes away after having succeeded at bringing the ultimate quest to an end.
An operation such as the one described above, is
a challenge to cohesion, and it comes as no surprise
that the first part of the Lancelot Compilation shows
quite a few major irregularities and inconsistencies
with regard to its material composition as well as to
content. Nevertheless, the compiler succeeded in
creating a codex which is in every aspect consistent
in its quire structure of quinions.71
At different stages, five other romances were
inserted between the Queeste and Arturs doet,
namely Die wrake van Ragisel, an adaptation of the
Old French Vengeance Raguidel, Torec, an adaptation
of a romance by Jacob van Maerlant, which was
probably based on a lost Old French source, and
adaptations of three indigenous Middle Dutch
works: Riddere metter mouwen, Walewein ende Keye
and Lanceloet en het hert met de witte voet (Lanceloet
and the stag with the white foot).72
The compiler divided the text collection into
four books: Lanceloet, Perchevael and Moriaen form
the contents of Book 2; while in Book 3 we find
the Queeste and the other interpolated romances.
Book 4 only contains Arturs doet. The following
table (below) shows the contents of the Lancelot
Compilation in its present form.
Although the complex genesis of MS 129 A 10
has been described adequately by codicologists
and specialists of Middle Dutch literature, many
problems concerning the text collection’s contents and realization remain to be solved. The
first issue has to do with the modest and informal
appearance of the manuscript. The parchment is
of very poor quality and the scribes seem to have

Folios

Text

Book

1-99v

Lanceloet

2

110r-115v
116r-128v

Perchevael
Moriaen

2
2

129r-158v

Queeste vanden Grale

3

158v-166r
167r-177v
178r-187v
188r-190r
190r-200v

Wrake van Ragisel
Riddere metter mouwen
Walewein ende Keye
Lanceloet en het hert met de witte voet
Torec

3
3
3
3
3

201r-238r

Arturs doet

4
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aimed at cramming as much text in three columns
as possible. Moreover they did not seem to pay
much attention to the quality of their handwriting. Also remarkable are the sometimes inaccurate
or even incorrect chapter titles which were added
afterwards in the margins by main scribe B, possibly after having finished a column or a page.73 In
spite of its rather shabby appearance, the manuscript shows a continuous dedication to coherence
and continuity, for instance with regard to the
connection of the texts, the system of cross-references and the regular quire structure. Researchers
have therefore argued that MS 129 A 10 may have
served as the example for a more formal copy.74
If this is indeed the case, there may be a relation
with two existing contemporaneous fragments:
The Hague, MS 75 H 58, and Brussels, MS II 115. The
fragment kept in The Hague corresponds to a part
of the Lanceloet in MS 129 A 10 written by scribe D.
It was probably copied from the same exemplar as
the one used by the compilation scribes. However,
this fragment has a more spacious lay-out than
129 A 10. The Brussels fragment probably contains
the same Lanceloet translation as the one that must
have been part of the lost volume. It has the same
lay-out as the fragment from The Hague, but it was
written by another scribe. Intriguingly, this scribe
is scribe B from MS 129 A 10. It is striking, though,
that B’s handwriting is not any better in this fragment. We may conclude that the two fragments
and MS 129 A 10 are somehow related, and the
fragments may even stem from one and the same
codex. However, the question remains whether
this lost codex was the supposed formal copy of
the text collection preserved in MS 129 A 10.75
Another problematic aspect of MS 129 A 10
is the contents of the lost volume. It has been
suggested that this volume contained, besides
the first part of the Lanceloet, other parts of the
Vulgate Cycle in Middle Dutch, namely Jacob
van Maerlant’s double romance Boec vanden Grale
and Boec van Merline, followed by Lodewijk van
Velthem’s continuation of the latter, known as
the Merlijn Continuation.76 These works have survived together in the so-called Burgsteinfurt manuscript (Fürst zu Bentheimse Schlossbibliothek,
MS 28 [B 37]), which will be discussed in more
detail below. If the Grail-Merlin texts formed indeed
a part of Book 1 of the Lancelot Compilation, the

majority of the Middle Dutch Arthurian romances
were assembled in one large text collection in the
first decades of the 14th century.77 Lodewijk van
Velthem finished his Merlijn Continuation in 1326.
Scholars agree that the earlier history of Arthur’s
kingdom and the Grail was added when the compilation was finished; ca. 1320-1325. However, there
is no absolute certainty, since we have no early
manuscripts of Velthem’s Continuation. MS 129
A 10 may therefore, in theory, also have been
added to an already existing volume containing
the Merlijn Continuation, around 1326-1330.78
In mentioning the author of the Merlijn
Continuation we touch upon the most important question of debate concerning the Lancelot
Compilation: who exactly were the persons
responsible for the genesis of the codex, and how
did they cooperate? The most important person
involved is, without doubt, Lodewijk van Velthem.
He is not only the continuator of Maerlant’s work,
but there is also an undeniable connection with
MS 129 A 10. His name appears in red in an ex
libris by scribe B on fol. 238r. The explicit reads
as follows: “Hier indet boec van lancelote/dat heren
lodewiics es van Velthem.” The phrase is ambiguous,
since it could be translated in different ways:
“Here ends the Book of Lancelot, which was made
by Lodewijk van Velthem/Here ends the Book of
Lancelot, owned by Lodewijk van Velthem/Here
ends the Book of Lancelot compiled by Lodewijk
van Velthem.” (fig. 4)79
Velthem was a parish priest in the village
of Velthem, near Louvain in Brabant from 1312
onwards. His first work is a continuation of one
of Jacob van Maerlant’s other works, the Fourth
Part of the Spiegel historiael (Mirror of History) at the
request of Maria van Berlaer, a noblewomen living
in Antwerp. Velthem used very recent theological
and historiographical works in this Continuation,
and is generally very well informed, which has
led to the assumption that he had connections
in intellectual and literary networks in Louvain
or elsewhere.80 In the mid-1310s he added a fifth
part to the Spiegel historiael, including two eschatologically-inspired books, which he completed, by
his own account, just before Easter 1307. He dedicated this work to Gerard van Voorne, viscount
of Zeeland. It is not certain whether he actually
did end up working in Voorne, but the fact that
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Maerlant’s Grail-Merlin was dedicated to Albrecht
van Voorne, Gerard’s father, and that Velthem finished his continuation to this double romance in
1326, is an important argument postulating that
he did indeed work for Gerard van Voorne later
in his life.
It is highly intriguing that Velthems’s Fifth Part
contains a considerably large and famous account
of the life of the British King Edward I, in which
the Brabantine author describes an Arthurian
banquet, ditto festivities and a mock tournament.
In this description, structured by means of the
interlace technique, Velthem refers in detail to
the indigenous romances Moriaen, Riddere metter
mouwen and Torec.81 As mentioned above, we do
not know whether the Lancelot Compilation was
already in the making when Velthem wrote this
Fifth Part, but it is certain that he was familiar
with some of the romances in the Arthurian text
collection.82
Another interesting issue is that in Arturs doet
the episode of Arthur’s war against the Romans,
as told in the Mort le Roi Artu, was substituted by
Maerlant’s account of this episode from the Spiegel
historiael. Velthem, as a continuator and admirer
of Maerlant’s work, must have known this variant chronicle account, and therefore he is the
most likely candidate to have added the episode
to Arturs doet.83 Consequently, and resting on additional philological, codicological and especially on
stylometric evidence from recent research, scholars have reached a consensus about Velthem’s
role in the realization of the Lancelot Compilation:
Velthem was not only the owner, but the compiler
and ‘architect’ of the entire manuscript as well.84
Because of the humble appearance of the
codex, and the impression it gives of work in progress, 129 A 10 may even have been Velthem’s own
working copy.85 In addition, it has been suggested
that the two fragments in The Hague and Brussels
are the remnants of a formal copy made for Gerard
van Voorne, who is mentioned by Velthem, as
noted, in the Fifth Part of the Spiegel historial as
the intended patron.86
Some scholars furthermore identify Velthem
as the person responsible for the interlinear and
marginal notes and corrections, the already-mentioned corrector.87 However, it has also been tentatively put forward by others that the compiler

and Velthem may be one and the same person as
scribe B, who was responsible for the actual mise en
texte and the combination of the texts. On several
occasions, B seems to take the role of an editor connecting texts or correcting mistakes ad-hoc; work
that sometimes does not seem to allow an intermediary.88 This last hypothesis, however, generates a
new problem: who was the corrector? The hands
of the corrector and B differ considerably, so, if B
and Velthem are the same person, the corrector
must be someone else.89
Recently, it has been noted that B was an excellent reader, who marked, for example in Arturs
doet, distant thematic parallels by means of glosses
and nota signs. This may indicate private use, and
thus lead to the conclusion that B, alias the compiler, alias Velthem, made notes in his own book.
If we pursue this further, we may conclude that MS
129 A 10 is an autograph by Velthem. A counter
argument can be found in the incorrect chapter
titles which contain major mistakes, especially
in the inserted romances.90 If Velthem in his role
as compiler and architect was the same person as
scribe B, would it be likely that he made these
mistakes, considering that he must have adapted
the romances himself before inserting them?91
Obviously, we are far from a consensus regarding this matter, and we may conclude that it is
evident that many problems remain to be solved
concerning the dramatis personae involved in the
genesis of MS 129 A 10 and the text collection
it preserves. What we do know is that the compiler, scribes and corrector worked close together.
In view of the fact that most of the scribes also
copied other texts, and that there are relations
with scribes and even decorators in extant Middle
Dutch fragments and texts, MS 129 A 10 may be
the product of a wider literary or intellectual
network around the author-priest Lodewijk van
Velthem. This network can be situated in or near
Leuven, or, perhaps, in Antwerp.92
Another subject of debate are the underlying
narrative principles of the Lancelot Compilation.
Initially, the Brabantine compiler envisaged a cycle
without additional romances, a “boec van Lancelote”
(fol. 238r), based on existing Flemish translations
of the Lancelot en prose cycle (or the entire Vulgate
Cycle). With the insertion of Perchevael and Wrake,
in which Walewein, Arthur’s nephew, is the
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main hero, the compilation’s focus seems to have
changed. Walewein’s adventures alternate with
those of Lancelot, the hero of the tripartite core.93
Several other romances, such as the Perchevael,
Moriaen, Walewein ende Keye and Lanceloet en het hert
met de witte voet depict Walewein’s exploits in a
favourable manner, sometimes at the expense of
Lancelot. These romances may have been added to
counterbalance Walewein’s portrayal as a sinner
in the Queeste vanden Grale and his stubborn longing
for vengeance in Arturs doet.94 In addition, in the
latter text, the compiler gives Walewein’s actions
a positive twist by inserting Maerlant’s account
of the war against the Romans, in which Arthur’s
nephew plays a more heroic role than in the Mort
Artu.95 In Die Riddere metter mouwen and Torec, the
Arthurian court remains in the background, allowing only limited roles for Walewein and Lancelot.
However, these roles are significant. The first
romance centres on true love ending in marriage.
Lancelot seems to figure as a negative example.96
In Torec, it is Walewein who stands out and acts as
a friend to the hero, although his methods (cutting
saddle-girths to make opponents fall from their
horses) are, to put it mildly, unconventional.97
A final issue to be discussed here is that the
insertion of the five romances after the Queeste
causes problems of chronology and consistency.
Perchevael, for example, turns up in Walewein ende
Keye and Riddere metter mouwen, although he died
in the Queeste. Moreover, after the Grail quest,
which demonstrates the limitations of traditional
Arthurian chivalry, it is made clear that there will
be no further chivalric adventures. However, the
inserted romances show an abundance of chivalric exploits. The general scholarly opinion is that
the insertion of the five romances was a rather
dubious choice by the compiler, motivated by
material reasons.98 Recently, it has been argued
from readings of Walewein ende Keye and Torec that
these romances show the loss of Arthurian chivalric values and announce the downfall of Arthur’s
kingdom, described in Arturs doet.99 Again, more
research is called for.
To Arturs doet the compiler has added a prologue, which is a translation of the first chapter
of Hugh of Saint Victor’s De modo orandi, dating
from the first half of the12th century. This treatise
explains under what circumstances prayers have

the desired positive effect in life. Central aspects
of this text are man’s awareness of his sinfulness,
the treacherous temporality of worldly matters,
and God’s mercy. The treatise’s placement at the
beginning of Arturs doet is highly appropriate,
since it provides a key to the interpretation of
the romance and to the Lancelot Compilation as
a whole. It highlights the exemplary Christian
message of the Mort Artu, in which prayers eventually prove more valuable than chivalric deeds,
and the main characters find a place in heaven.100
This higher religious truth may have been another
leading principle behind the retelling of the trials
and tribulations in the Lancelot Compilation.
It is most likely that we will never find a final
answer to all the questions and problems concerning the Lancelot Compilation, since the rewriting
and reordering of the texts in the manuscript
resulted in a narrative cycle with an enigmatic
and probably undesired ambivalent character.101
However, the complex relation of the seven independent romances and the three core texts will
undoubtedly continue to inspire new readings of
this unique 14th century retelling of the story of
King Arthur’s reign.

Eastern manuscripts
As announced at the beginning of this article, our discussion of the transmission of Middle
Dutch Arthurian romances ends in the eastern
parts of the Low Countries. Two codices which
were copied there offer important information about the reception of these texts outside
Flanders and Brabant. One of these codices was
mentioned earlier. It is manuscript 28 (B 37) of the
Fürst zu Bentheimsche Schlossbibliothek, located
in Burgsteinfurt, which preserves a Middle Low
German rendition of three Middle Dutch texts:
Jacob van Maerlant’s double romance Boec vanden
Grale and Boec van Merline, followed by Lodewijk
van Velthem’s Merlijn Continuation. This codex,
which has always remained in the possession of
the counts of Bentheim-Burgsteinfurt, dates from
around 1425.102 Since Lodewijk van Velthem was
involved in the genesis of MS 129 A 10, scholars
have been tempted to assume that the trilogy in
the codex Burgsteinfurt represents the lost part
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of the Lancelot Compilation. This view is corroborated by a number of references in the Merlijn
Continuation to events in Lanceloet, including references which are absent in the Suite Vulgate du
Merlin.103
On folio 229, the end of the Merlijn Continuation
is followed by a note, written by the second
scribe of the manuscript, which lists the books of
“joncher Euerwyn van guterswick Greue to benthem”,
which probably refers to Everwin I (1398-1454).
He was in the possession of:

The second eastern codex which should be discussed here also features Lancelot. The so-called
Blankenheim codex (Cologne, Stadtarchiv, Best.
7020 [W*] 46) is a late 15th-century manuscript,
which preserves three texts: Pleier’s Tandareis
und Flordibel, Pontus und Sidonia, and a part of the
German Prose Lancelot, corresponding to the final
section of the Prose Charrette and part of its continuation.105 The colophon of this Ripuarian Lancelot
identifies its source text:
“Diss buchelin zu einer stonden
Hain ich inn flemische geschrieben fonden,
Von eyme kostigen meister verricht,
Der es uss franczose darczu hait gedicht.
Dwile das alle dutschen nit konden verstan,
Habe ich unnutzelichen zcijt darczu versliessen und gethan
Biss dass ich es herczu bracht hain.”106

“Ten ersten dit boeck merlijn
Jtem twe nye boke van lantslotte/vnde
eyn olt boek van lantslotte/vnde
Jtem de olde vermaelde Cronike/vnde
josaphat/vnde seunte Georgius
leygende/vnde dat schachtaffels
boeck/van sunte Christoffers passije
Jtem van allexander/jtem de markgreue
willem/jtem perceuale.”104
“First, this book of Merlin, also two new books
about Lancelot and an old book about Lancelot,
and also the old illustrated Chronicle, and [books
about] Josephat and the Legend of Saint Gregory
and a book about the chess table, and about Saint
Christopher’s passion, and [books about] Alexander, Count William and Perceval.”

The list indicates that the count was attracted
by heroic epics (Alexander, William), saints’ lives
(Barlaam and Josaphat, Gregory, Christopher),
and edifying texts, of which the chronicle and
the (morality) book on chess (Jacobus de Cessolis,
presumably) are examples, as well as Arthurian
romances. The list does not indicate in what languages these texts were written. French, German,
Dutch and Latin are all conceivable. Highly intriguing is the distinction between old and new books
about Lancelot. The adjectives may refer to various
forms of the texts, that is: texts in verse (old) and
texts in prose (new). This explanation would imply
that the count’s library included two volumes of
the Prose Lancelot, probably in French, and a book
which preserved a Middle Dutch verse translation
of the French Prose Lancelot, or Chrétien’s Charrette,
or a Dutch or German verse rendition of Chrétien’s
romance. Notwithstanding this uncertainty, we
may safely conclude that Arthurian romances
were still appreciated in the count’s milieu in the
first half of the 15th century.

“At a certain moment I found this little book, written in Flemish by a skilful master, who translated
it from the French. Since not all German-speaking
people can understand it, I have devoted much
time and effort to bring it to its present state.”

This explicit reference to a Middle Dutch intermediation in the German Prose Lancelot tradition
shows, together with the Burgsteinfurt codex, that
Middle Dutch Arthurian literature was greatly valued in the border region of what are now Germany
and the Netherlands.

The only Middle Dutch
Arthurian text in print
In 1926, while studying a copy of Symon Cock’s
1539 edition of the Cronijcke van Vlaenderen int corte
van 621-1532 (Brief Chronicle of Flanders between
621 and 1532) in the Royal Library of Brussels, the
well-known publisher and book historian Wouter
Nijhoff (1866-1947) noticed an error. Two quires
of four folios each, B and D, were accidentally
included in the book instead of the original quires,
since they did not contain parts of the Cronijcke.
As it turned out, these two gatherings originated
from an edition of an Arthurian text featuring
Merlin. The mistake was made, in all probability, in the Antwerp printing-house of Cock, who,
it has been argued, produced the edition of the
so-called Historie van Merlijn (Story of Merlin) somewhere between 1534 and 1544.107 Fortunately, due
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to a heedless employee of Cock’s and Nijhoff’s
attentiveness we now have evidence of at least one
Middle Dutch Arthurian text which was available
in a printed edition.108
The text of quire B focuses on King Vortigher,
who unsuccessfully tries to kill Uther and
Pandragon, the two sons of his murdered predecessor. With the help of the heathen King Angis of
Denmark he defeats his rebellious vassals. After his
marriage to Angis’s daughter, he decides to build a
strong castle in the vicinity of Salisbury. The text of
quire D informs the reader of the birth of Merlin.
Although still a baby, he prevents his mother from
being sentenced to death by revealing that the
judge’s mother actually did what Merlin’s mother
is falsely accused of: committing adultery. Later,
on his way to King Vortigher’s court, Merlin bursts
out in laughter without apparent reason, since he
foresees the future of the persons he meets. These
two text fragments are accompanied by four woodcut illustrations, which were clearly not specifically made for the story of Merlin, with the possible exception of one showing the celebration of
King Vortigher’s marriage. (fig. 5)109
The Historie van Merlijn is an adapation of
A lytel treatyse of ye birth and the prophecye of Marlyn
(A little treatise about the birth an prophecies of Merlin),
which has been preserved completely in a single
copy that was produced in London by Wynkyn
de Worde in 1510.110 This English verse text is

a variant of the early 14th century Of Arthour and
of Merlin, which introduced the Lancelot-Grail Cycle
into English literature.111 The Dutch text deviates
in various ways from A lytel treatise. The main difference catches the eye immediately: the adaptation is written in prose. The Dutch text includes,
moreover, a verse dialogue which is absent from
the source.112 It has been argued that verse dialogues were included in printed Dutch narratives
to meet the expectations of the readers, who
were accustomed to lyrics and drama texts produced by members of the literary societies known
as the Chambers of rhetoric.113
The Historie van Merlijn is the only extant example of a Dutch Arthurian romance in print. If the
combined evidence of the manuscript and print
transmission does not deceive us, these texts had
lost their attraction for Dutch readers by the end
of the Middle Ages. This is an interesting development, which clearly contrasts with the popularity
of printed Arthurian romances in other languages,
particularly in French.114 Unfortunately, a convincing explanation for this difference is lacking at
the moment. Were printed Arthurian romances
in French appreciated by a layer of French society, that is to say the high aristocracy, which was
nearly absent from the Low Countries? Further
research is required to understand why Middle
Dutch Arthurian romance lost its popularity in
the course of the 15th century.
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Jos A. A. M. Biemans, “No Miniatures, not even
Decoration…”, art. cit., p. 252-256.
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76. See Bart Besamusca, “Medieval Dutch Arthurian
Material”, art. cit., p. 191-194. See also De boeken van
Velthem. Auteur, oeuvre en overlevering, op. cit., p. 24-25.
Maerlant’s works are verse renderings of the Old
French prose versions of Robert de Boron’s Joseph
d’Arimathie and Merlin. These romances were dedi
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of the Suite Vulgate du Merlin.
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